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Government determined upon that policy? Would a
Treasury which has been so continuously hostile to a big
policy of public works be able easily to collaborate with
a Cabinet which had no-sympathy with its hostility?
Would a Foreign Office so largely responsible for the
Hoare-LaVal proposals be able to put all its mind and
heart behind a minister who built his whole policy upon
the Socialist interpretation of the principles of collective
security?
It would be excessively naive to return a simple affir-
mative to these questions. That the esprit de corps of the
service has built a strong tradition favourable to colla-
boration in the letter and in the spirit is undeniable* But
there is an important difference to be noted. It is one
thing to put through a policy the assumptions of which
you accept. It is a very different thing to put through
a policy efficiently the very foundations of which you
believe to  be disastrous.  The subconscious tendency,
then, is to maximize all the difficulties it will encounter.
That attitude acts as a paralysis of the will in a degree
it is very important not to under-estimate. And that
paralysis inevitably communicates itself to the minister
concerned. He begins to see the doubts and dangers
which attend his policy in quite special proportions. He
has to be a very exceptional man not to play for time,
to consider the wisdom of possible concessions which
go to the root of his schemes. His officials, in all this,
are  perfectly  sincere;   constitutionally,   also,   they  are
playing a perfectly proper part. They are simply assuring
themselves that the minister does not act until he has
looked all round his proposed innovation. They do not
want him, quite rightly, to make a mistake; it is their
business to secure for him the easiest possible path. What
it is vital here to realize is that the problem involvted
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